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Risk Avoidance

Key Concepts

We should always avoid taking on excess risk, especially in situations where  we

have no control.  When we act as the guarantor (co-signer) of a loan we are placing

ourselves at the mercy of the borrower who may be unable or unwilling to carry out

his obligation to repay it. Therefore, before getting into such an arrangement we

need to know that this individual is trustworthy and reliable.

Mishlei advises to avoid giving such guarantees altogether, especially if the

borrower is not well known. If we do give a guarantee, we should put ourselves in

readiness to cover the loan and lose our investment, rather than to get into a legal

battle with the lender or the defaulting borrower.

It is a mitzvah to lend money to someone who needs help in getting established.

However, the loan should be negotiated on a business-like basis with a reasonable

expectation that the borrower will repay it. Otherwise there is a great risk of ill-will

and conflict. Unrealistic expectations on the part of creditors, borrowers, and

guarantors are a recipe for tragedy.

We have already seen Mishlei’s views on this subject in Segment 06-01 (Wishful

Thinking). Now, in the current proverb, Mishlei emphasize the importance of extra

care in risk avoidance when dealing with strangers.

Exploring Mishlei

: �j �y«uC oh �g �e«, t�b«G �u r�z c �r�g�h �F �g«ur�h�g �r (uy)
(15) Misfortune will befall the one who guarantees [a loan to an unreliable]

stranger but a hater of handshake commitments [to guarantee loans] will be

secure.

Mishlei calls attention to the misfortune that can occur when someone whom we

don’t really know very well turns out to be untrustworthy. It is wishful thinking to

think that we will be able to fend off the lender if the borrower defaults on the loan

and it is foolish to think we will be able to recover our investment from the

insolvent borrower. Mishlei contrasts the potential tragedy of confrontation and

quarrel with the security and peace of mind a person has when he avoids such

insecure commitments altogether.
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 r�z c �r�g h �F �gIr�h g �r (uy)
: �j �yIC oh �g �e«, t�b«G �u

Misfortune will befall the one who guarantees a loan to an unreliable

stranger  — r�z c�r�g�h 
F �g«ur�h�g�r, while not expecting to ever be required to make
good on the loan if the borrower defaults. But a hater of handshake

commitments to guarantee loans will be secure — �j �y«uC oh 
g �e«, t�b«G �u because
he will not expose himself to the uncertainty of a weak borrower.

Additional Insights

A series of insights illuminating this proverb are presented below. The numbers

identifying the insights refer to the listing of sources at the end of the segment.

(1) It is a bad person who carelessly takes on the commitment of a loan

guarantee, thinking he will be to evade the legitimate demands of the

creditor if the unknown borrower defaults. By making such a commitment he

opens himself up to legal battles which disturb the peace of the community.

(2) In contrast, a good man who feels the need to co-sign a loan will make

up his mind to write off the costs of covering this loan because of the very

real possibility that the borrower will default.

(3) A person who neglects the risks of getting into commitments for which he

has not been compensated is opening himself up to the possibility of a tragic

outcome.

(4) A person should avoid lending money to someone who does not have the

credit worthiness to get a loan without a third party guarantee. Such a

guarantee is an unreliable and conflict-prone mechanism.

(5) A person should not lend money unless he feels copnfident that the

borrower will be ready and willing to repay him.

(6) Giving a loan guarantee is inherently a source of dispute and quarrel. The

guarantor is open to the possibility of a two-way conflict, first with the

borrower, who is blamed for not repaying his debt, and then with the lender

who is impatient for his loan to be repaid.
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Sources

The primary sources used for the additional insights illuminating this segment are

listed below. 

vbuh ubhcr - (1)
vbuh ubhcr - (2)

rgbk lubj 'hrhtnv - (3)

rgbk lubj - (4)
rgbk lubj - (5)
rgbk lubj - (6)
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